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When Leonard Bernstein died in
1990 at the age of 72, one of his
admirers said he was actually 288
because he led four separate lives: as
a conductor, a composer, a pianist
and a teacher. No other American
musician has ever had such a diverse
career.
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He spent the rest of his life—nearly 50
years—in the spotlight, continually impressing people with his seemingly boundless
energy and his love for music. Those qualities have influenced countless numbers of
people, adding to their own appreciation of
music.

Leonard Bernstein

A sickly boy, Bernstein discovered music
when he was about 10 and pursued a musical
career despite his father’s objections. He
became literally an overnight sensation when
he was 25. With only a few hours notice, he
conducted a concert that was broadcast
across the entire country.
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The Wall Comes Tumbling Down
It was about mid-afternoon on August 17, 1962. A pair of 18year-old Germans, Peter Fechter and Helmut Kulbeik, hid in the
momentary shelter of a deserted lumberyard in communistcontrolled East Berlin. They looked across a vacant lot at a sixfoot-high concrete wall that was topped with a layer of barbed
wire. On the other side lay West Berlin and freedom. The two
young men wanted to escape their harsh living conditions under
communist rule. Peter had another reason for wanting to cross
the wall into West Berlin. His sister lived there. He hadn’t seen
her for nearly a year.
The two young men each drew a deep breath. Then they took
off sprinting as fast as their legs could carry them. Within moments they arrived at the base of the wall. Helmut quickly
hoisted himself to the top, hurtled over the barbed wire, and
dropped to the other side. He was safe.
Peter was only a few steps behind. He reached the wall and
began to scramble upward. Several guards raised their automatic
weapons and fired at Peter. Bullets ripped into his back. He fell
and lay crumpled at the base of the wall. But he wasn’t dead.
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Writhing in pain, he screamed, “Hilfe! Hilfe!” (“Help! Help!”). The
guards ignored his cries.
Hundreds of horrified people on the other side of the wall
witnessed the grim scene. They too heard Peter’s anguished cries,
but there was nothing they could do except scream at the guards.
The onlookers included a few American soldiers. One of them
called his superior officer. He wanted to do something to help
Peter, even if it meant getting into a firefight with the guards on
the other side of the wall. The superior officer’s response was
crystal clear: “Lieutenant, you have your orders. Stand fast. Do
nothing.”1
Over the next hour, Peter’s cries gradually diminished. Finally
they stopped. Peter Fechter had bled to death. The guards who
had watched him die walked over to the lifeless body. They
scooped up the teenager’s corpse and carried it away.
Peter was one of scores of people who were killed at the
Berlin Wall as they tried to escape their country. The wall had a
tragic history that dated back to 1945 with the defeat of Germany in World War II. Germany was divided among the four
major Allies, the victors in the conflict—the United States, Great
Britain, France, and the Soviet Union.
As soon as the war was over, tensions among the Allies
emerged. The Soviet Union had a communist government that
was vastly different from the other three occupying powers. The
Soviets soon pulled away, and their sector became known as East
Germany. The rest of Germany was called West Germany. Berlin,
the capital, lay deep inside East Germany, and it was also divided
into east and west sectors. As the years went by, West Germany
became much more prosperous than East Germany. Many East
Germans wanted to cross into West Germany to take advantage
of the higher standard of living. The border was heavily patrolled.
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It was difficult for East Germans to escape. On the other hand, it
was relatively easy for them to cross over into West Berlin. Soviet
and East German authorities became alarmed at the number of
people who were leaving.
On the morning of August 13, 1961, the authorities sealed the
border between the two parts of the city and began building what
became known as the Berlin Wall. There were only a few openings in the wall, and they were heavily guarded. The most famous
of these was Checkpoint Charlie, where U.S. Army soldiers faced
East German troops only a few yards away. In addition to the wall
itself, they cleared a “death strip,” a sandy stretch 100 yards wide
that ran along the base of the wall.
Despite the death of Peter and others, people kept trying to
get through the Berlin Wall. Most were killed or captured. The
Berlin Wall remained a sign of dictatorship and oppression for
decades.
With the fall of the Soviet Union and the East German government late in 1989, the wall was finally opened. The Germans
celebrated. Much of their pent-up emotion was released during a
pair of Christmas concerts that year. One took place in East
Berlin and the other in West Berlin. Symbolically, the orchestra
included members from both West and East Germany. Other
musicians came from the Soviet Union, France, Great Britain,
and the United States. There was no question about the music
that would be played. It would be the Ninth Symphony, a monumental work by German composer Ludwig van Beethoven. The
final movement includes a poem entitled “Ode to Joy,” by another
German, Friedrich Schiller, which Beethoven set to music. Soloists and chorus sing one of the most famous melodies in music
history. It has been used in movies such as Die Hard, Changing
Lanes, and Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, television shows such as Buffy
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the Vampire Slayer, countless advertisements, and even a cellular
phone ring.
Somewhat surprisingly, the conductor of the two concerts
wasn’t a German. He was an American named Leonard Bernstein.
His selection was appropriate. For much of his life, Bernstein had
stood for freedom—artistically and socially.
Bernstein made one change in Schiller’s words. He replaced
the word Freude (joy) with Freiheit (freedom). That way
Beethoven’s masterpiece would reflect the joy that Germans felt
as they regained their freedom.
The change proved to be very effective. As one member of
the orchestra recalled, “When the chorus sang the word ‘Freiheit’
. . . I shall always remember how his [Bernstein’s] face lit up.”2
It may have been the culminating moment of one of the most
extraordinary careers in music history. As a conductor, composer,
pianist, and teacher, Leonard Bernstein was responsible for lighting up countless numbers of faces.
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